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Focus — December 16, 2016

5 Quirky Facts for 2016; 5 Quantum Forecasts for 2017
This year saw a brand new set of concerns and surprises, but producing yet another
mildly disappointing global growth tally of 2.8%. Aside from horrid 2009, that
marked the second slowest year in the past 15. Markets stumbled out of the gate in
2016 on fears of a big devaluation in China, and amid oil prices and the Canadian
dollar skidding to their lowest levels in 13 years. Then, just as markets were finding
their balance, they were walloped with the Brexit shock, which promptly sent global
bond yields plunging to yet new all-time lows over the summer. After a brief lull
around the Rio Olympics, attention then turned four-square on the U.S. election,
which managed to produce its own shocking result. However, contrary to nearly
every forecast, markets rallied hard in the wake of the vote, with equity records
falling like dominoes. Bonds were less enthused, as expected stimulus under
president-elect Trump seems to have broken the spell of lower-for-longer which had
gripped all markets for much of 2016. The upswing in yields was compounded by
OPEC’s output cut, lifting oil to an 18-month high. Amid those many moving parts,
here are five big surprises, or most unusual economic stats, for an interesting year.
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1. The U.K. was the fastest growing major industrialized economy in 2016.
Partly thanks to solid momentum heading into the mid-year Brexit vote, Britain
is on course to grow by 2% for the year, which leaves it at the top of the heap
(Chart 1). While activity was slowing in the second half, the economy seemed to
hold up much, much better than the dire pre-vote forecasts suggested. After a
quick rate cut and liquidity injection in the summer, all the talk now is when the
BoE may start to raise rates. Meantime, Italy was on track to grab the slowestgrowing title in the G7 for the second year in a row at less than 1%.
2. The weakest economies had the best performing equity markets. Brazil and
Russia remained mired in deep recession; yet, these two posted the best stock
returns in the world—with rising currencies adding an additional kick. The
Bovespa soared a cannonading 63% in US$ terms, even amid a non-stop political
scandal. In a similar, albeit less dramatic vein, Canada’s TSX turned in its second
best year of the past decade despite another period of barely 1%
GDP growth, while both the U.K. and Mexican bourses Chart 1
Global GDP: Mixed and Still Sluggish
bounced even as their currencies flailed.
3. Gold was one of weakest commodities, while coal(!!) was one
of the strongest. Some folks may actually be hoping for a lump
of coal this year. But, perhaps the big surprise was the generally
robust overall performance of commodities in 2016, even as
global growth sagged. Aside from food, most commodities had
a strong comeback year, on the hope for firmer growth in 2017.
The ranking within commodities provided an added surprise, as
the energy complex was robust—led by a snapback in met coal,
of all things, as well as natural gas. This was followed by 20%to-30% gains in nickel, copper and lumber, but with most
precious metals at the back of the pack, despite all the
uncertainty swirling in the geopolitical space.
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4. Quebec’s jobless rate fell to a record low; almost the lowest
in the country. Even as much of Canada struggled through with
a mediocre jobs performance in 2016—it was almost alone
among the OECD to see its unemployment rate rise in the year
and job growth was solely of the part-time variety—Quebec
enjoyed a strong year. Not only did its jobless rate dip to a
record low of 6.2% by late 2016 (Chart 2), it was challenging
B.C. for the lowest rate in the country, a first for this perennial
have-not province. Unfortunately, Alberta went the other way,
with its jobless rate surging to 9.0%, moving above the
Maritimes for the first time ever.
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5. Toronto condo prices posted a double-digit increase. Amid
all the noise in Canada’s housing market in 2016, and there was
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plenty of noise—parabolic gains in Vancouver, then Toronto,
the B.C. tax on non-residents, and Ottawa’s moves to damp Sources: BMO Economics, Haver Analytics
demand—this may be the most interesting development. Many
in the industry bray about a lack of supply as the main cause of white-hot home
prices in some major cities; yet, just a few short years ago, the biggest concern
many had was the “rampant overbuilding of Toronto condos”. Turns out we
needed those condos, with prices jumping 15% y/y by late in the year, averaging
over $443,000, or more than an average house in the rest of the country. Note
that the average home price in all of Ontario rose almost $90,000 in the past 12
months alone, meaning that, for most in the province, their house likely made
more than they did last year (especially since their house didn’t pay income tax).
Given those surprises, one would be forgiven for taking any forecast with a heaping
helping of salt. But, we would point out—with all due modesty, of course—that one of our
stretch calls from last year was that Trump would win. Of course, another stretch call was
that the Fed would actually hike rates in 2016 as much as economists thought they would.
With that backdrop, here are five major trends we see developing over the course of 2017:
1. Interest rates will continue to finally turn the corner, at least in a modest
way. And we really mean it this time. We expect 10-year Treasury yields to end
2017 around 2.7%, a bit higher than current levels—if so, that would mark the
third year in a row that these yields have nudged up, something that hasn’t
happened since 1979-81 (i.e., just before the 35-year bond bull began to run).
While years of overestimating interest rates have forced many forecasters to turn
gun shy on calling for higher yields, a serious fiscal boost from the U.S. and
firmer oil prices would provide a powerful one-two punch for the recent back-up
in yields to stick. However, demographic realities have not changed, and we
believe the Fed will remain quite deliberate in their rate hikes (looking for two in
2017), so any further back-up is likely to remain relatively mild. Stretch call:
The Fed goes more than twice, actually matching their latest dot plot for 2017—
we’ll go no further than that!
2. The Mexican peso may be poised for a partial rebound. After a savaging in
2016 (Chart 3), especially after the U.S. election, the peso stabilized late in the
year and may be headed for slightly better times in 2017. The economic backdrop
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in Mexico simply does not justify the brutal 15% drop in the
peso, and the Bank of Mexico cranked rates 275 bps to support
it. Also recall that Mexico still is a small net oil exporter.
Stretch call: After being the weakest major currency in 2016,
the peso is the firmest in 2017 as markets realize Trump’s trade
ire is focused more on China.
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3. Canadian growth tops consensus. Staying within NAFTA,
2017 could see a moderate turnaround for the beleaguered
Canadian economy. After two tough years for growth, Canada
could benefit from the combination of higher oil and other
commodity prices, domestic fiscal stimulus, and stronger U.S.
growth. We have nudged up our call on Canadian GDP to 2%
for next year (versus an average of just 1.1% in 2015/16),
-20
-10
alongside an upgrade to the U.S. at 2.4%, but there are clear
upside risks to the call if even some of the pieces fall into place. Sources: BMO Economics, Bloomberg
However, we haven’t changed our view that medium-term
potential growth remains stuck at around 1½%. Stretch call: Alberta leads the
charge—firmer energy prices, fiscal stimulus, pipeline approvals, and a
bounceback from the fires could snap Alberta’s growth back to life in a hurry
(albeit starting from a very weak spot).
4. The U.S. merchandise trade deficit will widen, not narrow. Even with
president-elect Trump’s strident anti-trade rhetoric—anti-import, to be precise—
all the stars are pointing to a widening trade gap. The combination of a stronger
US$, increased fiscal stimulus (which will stimulate domestic demand) and
higher oil prices will likely swamp efforts to contain imports. The relative
strength of domestic spending is typically the single biggest driver of trade
balances, and the U.S. is poised to spend big in coming years while almost no
one else is in the same boat. Stretch call: The deficit eclipses the record $867
billion shortfall hit a decade ago, although the broader current account deficit
should stay below $600 billion (versus $490 billion in 2016).
5. The S&P 500 posts a positive total return, for the 9th year in a row. If the
S&P manages to eke out a net gain in 2017, this would match the longest annual
winning streak of all-time (it also achieved this feat in 1991-99, amid the tech
boom). Admittedly, this streak is holding up on a technicality, as only dividends
kept equity returns in the black in 2015 and 2011, but the longevity of the bull
market is indeed impressive. Stocks will face the usual wall of worry next year,
with rates rising, robust valuations and a new array of political uncertainty. But if
the new Administration can indeed deliver even a modest helping of stimulus, a
lighter regulatory touch, some tax relief on earnings repatriation, and avoid
serious protectionism, growth could surprise on the high side. That’s not asking
too much, is it? Stretch call: TSX 18,000? (I.e., essentially a repeat performance
of the crackling gains seen in 2016.)
One to watch in the future: The current U.S. economic expansion is now the fourth
longest on record at 90 months. If it lasts through the spring of 2018, it will be the
second longest (behind only the 1991-2001 expansion, which was 10 years to the
month). If this growth phase can last until mid-2019, it will be a new record cycle.
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